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In a previous paper [1] we formulated the static boundary problem with mixed
boundary conditions leading to a system of integral equations. We made profit
in our considerations of a method which may be called an extension of the method
of "forces" and that of "deformations" used in construction statics.

In the present communication —• basing on the general theorem on the reci-
procity of displacements — a formulation of boundary problem of elastostatics
is given using Green's functions elaborated for a more simple problem.

We assume as our starting point E. Betti's theorem on reciprocity*)

We have here two systems of loads acting upon the body. In the first one external
loads pt and mass forces Fi are acting, resulting in displacements vi, deformations
sij and stress a^. In the second system, the loads p[, Fi are responsible for displace-
ment v\ and for the components of the deformation (£«) and stress (aij) states.

Let us consider a simply connected elastic body with region B and a surface S,
fully clamped on the surfaces Sy and £3, being free on the surface £2- We denote
by q the forces acting on the surface S2, and the mass forces by X (Fig. 1).

Due to the load on the region S3 reactions R will appear; we shall consider them
as unknown functions of our problem. If we assume q — 0, R = 0, then we obtain

*) Index-tensor notation is used in Eq. (1) as well as in following ones.
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72 W. N o w a c k i [92]

an initial system — called basic system —an elastic body fully clamped on the
surface S{ (Fig. 2).

We assume that in this system displacement and deformation, due to every arbi-
trary load, may be determined.

Fig. 2

Let us now choose two systems of loads. The first one refers to the load presented
in Fig. I. In this system the displacements u, the stress state on and the deformation
eij are due to the load q and the mass forces X.

The displacements shall satisfy the equations

(2) /tut, fj+(X+ft) Uj, jt+Xt = 0

with boundary conditions

(3) m = 0 on 5*1 and Sy, aijtij — qt on S2 and fftjtij —

= Ri on S3.

Let us choose the second system of loads to be an action of concentrated unit
mass force applied at the point Q s (£1, &> h) and directed along the A>-axis in
the basic system. This load will cause in the basic system the displacement Gtfc>

with the components G\k) (i = 1 , 2 , 3). The ^displacements G(
{
k) will satisfy the fol-

lowing equation

(4) /* G&+(A+A0 ($%+» (x - i) dtk = 0 (/, k - 1, 2, 3)

with boundary conditions:

(5) Gf} = 0 on Si; rff nj = 0 on S2 and S3.

In Eqs. (4) we have: 6(x — Z) = d(x1 — £{) 6 (x2 — £2) 6 (x3 — f3).
We denoted here by %^ the stress tensor, due to the action of a concentrated

force applied at the point Q and directed along the x^-axis. Eqs. (4) present a system
of 9 equations, 3 displacement equations for each value k = 1,2, 3.

Solving Eqs. (4), we obtain 9 functions GJW; $*> (x, £) = C/JP (£, x).
We shall take advantage of Eq. (1) with due regard to both systems of loads

considered, v% = m, v't = Gtk\ ... We have then

/ [A* (x) G«w (x, 0 — d (X — fl ̂ ifc Wi (JC)] rf^ (*) +

+ / ?i (*) Cf (x, |) da (x) + j ^ (JC) Cf (x, «</cr ty) - 0,
•Si S ,
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wherefrom we obtain

(7) uk (I) - jXt (x) Gf (X, f) dV(x)+ fqt (x) Gf (je. g) da (x) +
v s

Ri{x)G?\x,£)do{x)..

s,

/ Ri{x)G?\
s,

The two first integrals appearing in Eq. (7) may be considered as a displacement
wjj (I), due in the basic system (Fig. 2) to the action of the load q. The displacements
t/J (x) should satisfy the following system of equations

(8) p tt?iW+(A+/0 «?,„+*< = 0,

with the boundary conditions

(9) »° = 0 on S\\ a°jnj = qt on S2; a°jnj = 0 on S3.

.Assuming v% = u°, ©{ = G^ and so on, and making use of Eq. (1), we obtain

(10) /[X( (x) C?' (x, | ) - <5 ( x - f) da ut (x)] dV(x)+ ]'g, (x) cf (x, | ) da (x) == 0,
K S,

whence

(11) w? (0 = /JT, (*) Cjw (x, D JF (x)+ / ? < (x) Gf (*, f) rfcr (x).
y s.

Thus, we may write Eq. (7) in the following form

(12) uk (S) - «*

In the above equation the unknown functions are: Ri {x) on £3 and «&(£) in
the region B.

In order to determine the functions Rt (x), we shall take advantage of the boundary
condition stating that an elastic body is fully clamped on the surface Si. Conse-
quently, it should be

(13) H * 0 O = 0 on Si ( /c=l ,2 ,3) , We S3.

Hence, moving with the point (£)ei? to the point (x') on the surface S3, we
obtain from Eq. (12), taking into account the relation (13), the following system
of integral equations

(14) ul (x1) + f Ri (x)G\k) (x, x') da (x) = 0 (x)e £3, (*') e S3-
s.

It is Fredholm's system of three integral equations of the first type. If we deter-
mine the functions Ri (x), i = 1, 2, 3 from this system of equations, the displacement
«i (I) may be obtained from Eq. (12). For the case when the surface £3 degenerates
to a line (full clamping along the line), the surface integral transforms into a curvili-
near one.
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It may happen that the surface support on £3 is of a form which allows only
surface reactions normal to S3. Then additional linear relations between Ri com-
ponents will appear. This in turn will enable us to reduce the number of unknown
functions in relation (12) and will, moreover, reduce the system of integral equations
(14) to one equation only.

This method may be extended to an elastic body supported by other surfaces
S4, S5,....

Finally, let us observe that Eq. (12) may be written in the form*)

ul (0 + JRt (x) Vf(15) u. (0 = ul (0 + JRt (x) Vf (f, *) da (x),
s,

where 1$ (f, x) stands for the component of the state of displacement in the point
d)eB in the basic system directed along the x^-axis and due to the action of a con-
centrated unit mass force applied at the point (x) e S3 and directed along the x;-axis.
It follows directly from the J. Maxwell's theorem on reciprocity

(16) Gf\x,t;)=ut\!;,x).
Taking into account Eq. (16), we may write the system of Eqs. (14) in the follow-

ing form:

(17) ul{x')+JRi{x)lJt\x',x)da(x) = O, (fc = l,2,3), (x),{x')eSy

s.
When solving the problem presented in Fig. 1, we may proceed still in another

way. Let us divide the body by the transsection a —• a into two regions I and II.
Let us assume as unknown functions of our problem (Fig. 3) the forces of mutual
interaction R^ of both parts in the cross-section a —a. Assuming q — 0, X = 0,
R(a) = o, we obtain two basic systems, the system I being clamped on Si and the
system II on S3.

Fig. 3

According to the formula (12), we have in the system I:

(18) w\ (&) = wV (ft)+ J > > (xx) G\m (xa, Si) da (*«), ( , ) a

Similarly, we have in the region II:

<19) H£ (!„) = wl-u (f„)+ JBP (xa) G]m (xa In) da (xx), (ft,) e Blh (xJ 6 S..

*) It is in this form that the solution of the problem was given in [1], The formula (17) should
read, of course, Ri U^ = i?i U^ ^ ^ K
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We obtain the unknown functions R^ from the conditions stating that the
relative displacements of the systems I and II on the surface Sa are equal to zero

(20) wlAx'a) - M4'>0 (x'a)+ JRf (x j [Gl
t
m (xa, x'a)+G}l(k) (*., x'a)] da (xt) = 0,

The modus procedendi proposed here is particularly convenient in the case
of a body with an aperture (Fig. 4). Then in Eqs. (18)-r-(20) the integration should
be carried out on the region 5a, where S'a — S, — Ss, 5« being the surface of the
aperture.

Fig. 4

Up till now we proceeded in a way similar to that called the method of forces
used in construction statics, where support reactions, support moments and
resultant inner forces are considered as unknown.

Neverthebss, we may proceed in a different manner, assuming the functions
of displacement as unknown, for instance, as in the case presented in Fig. 1
the displacements m (x) (x) e S2 on the surface £2-

Let us consider a new basic system, namely an elastic body fully clamped on
the surface S = Si+S2+S$. We assume in this basic system a unitary concentrated
mass force acting in the point (f) s B along the x*-axis. Then the displacements

fc (x, £), due to this state, should satisfy the following equations of displacement

(21) ft G[%+tt+fi) G(
}%+d (x — f) dik = 0 (/, k - 1, 2, 3),

with boundary conditions

(22) Gf° = O on S.

Let us consider the lead and deformation of the elastic body, presented in Fig. 1,
as the first system of loads and the displacement G\) as being subordinated to the
second system of loads. We shall take advantage of Eq. (1). Assuming w< = ut,
vi = G?\ F( = Xu Fi = d(x — i) dik and so on, we obtain

(23) J" [Xi (x) G(/° (x, £) — d(x-?) dik u{ (x)} dV (x) —

j
s,
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We denote here byP {*' (x, £) the components of the support reaction in the
point (x) e 5*2, due in the basic system to the action of concentrated unit force applied
at the point (£) e B and acting along the x^-axis

(24) P<w (*, ft = T\T n, = &/i$+X& dtj) n,,

where

The relation (23) leads to the equation

(25) w*(ft = «J3(ft-/wi(x)?f (x,ftrf<r(x), W e 5a.
s,

The expression

should be considered here as a component of the displacement in the point (f) of
the basic system, due to the action of mass forces X (x). The function ui (x) should
verify the following equation

(26) (t ulM+{l+ii) T<ui+Xi = 0,

with boundary conditions

(27) w? = 0 on S.

Let us observe that, conformly to J. C. Maxwell's theorem on reciprocity, we
have in the basic system

(28) pPfaQ-vPfax) (i)eB, (x)eS2.

Uip (I, x) denotes here a component of the displacement towards xu in the point
(f) of the region B, due to the action of concentrated unit displacement acting in
the point (x) e S2 along the xj-axis.

Eq. (25) may be written in a form more convenient for our further considerations,
namely

(29) uk (£) = ul (£) ~ jut (*)£/£> (i, x) da (x), (fc - 1, 2, 3) ( |) e B, (x) e S2.

The unknown functions W{ (x) on the surface £2 will be determined from the
boundary condition on S2 stating that this surface is under the action of the load q.
Consequently, on the surface 5*2 we have

(30) gk (*') = akj (x1) nj {k = 1,2,3) (*') e S2.

First, we shall determine, using Eq. (29), the stress in the point (f)ei?. We
obtain

(31) <rw (ft = OM (ft - J" MI (JC) tj^ (f, A-) </a (x ) .
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The following notations were here introduced

k] = 2/J, enj+dkj Aess, s/cj = -x-(tiKj-\-U],k),

—0 <-i - 0 i s r - 0 0 1 ,—0(32)

Taking advantage of the condition (30) and Eq. (31) and moving with the point
{£) G B to the point (x1) e S2, we get the following system of integral equations

(33) gk (*') = ni o% (x1) ~ Jut (x) nj ^ (x\ x) do- (x); (k = 1, 2, 3).
s,

The functions ut (x), (x) s S2 being determined from Eq. (33), we are able to
determine the displacements ujc (|), k = 1, 2, 3, ia the region B using relation (29).

Finally, let us consider the system presented in Fig. 4 — an elastic body fully
clamped on the surfaces 5*1 and S3 and free in the remaining region. We assume
as unknown functions of the problem the displacements m (xx), (xx) e S'2 on the 5"
in the section a — a. We assume as basic system the elastic body I fully clamped
on S\ and Sa and the body II fully clamped on the surfaces S3 and Si,, both being
free on the remaining surfaces.

For the region I we get

(34) u\ (f,) - u\-° ( 0 + Jut ( x j Ul
k

m (ft, xa) da(xa), {xa)eS'a, (ft) eB,.
s'a

Here, «['° (ft) stands for the displacement in the point (ft) of the basic system I,
due to the action of the load "q and mass forces X. Then lllli) (ft, xx) denotes the
displacement of the point (ft) of the basic system I along the x^-axis, due to the
action of concentrated unit displacement in the point (xa) e S'a acting along the

A similar equation may be constructed for the point (fti) of the system II.
We may obtain the system of three integral equations containing unknown

functions in (xa) from the condition stating that in the point (x'a) e S'a the forces
of mutual interaction of parts I and II are equal — as regards their absolute magni-
tudes — but acting in opposite directions. '
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B. HOBAU,KHfi, <I>OPMyJlMPOBKA KPAEBOM iARAHM TEOPMM
CO CMEUIAHHMMH KPAEBblMH YCJlOBHflMH

B offHOH H3 npeflbiflymax pa6oT [1] aBTopoM 6bui pa3pa6oTaH MeroA peineHHK

KpaeBbix npo6jieM 3JiacTOCTaTHKH npn npHMeHeraffl cnoco6oB aHajiorHHHbi

KOTOpbie IipHMeHfllOTCfl B CTpOHTejIbHOH MexaHHKe, a HMeHHO MeTOfl CHJT H

B HacToamefi pa6oTe pa3pa6oiaHH aHajiorHMHbie MCTOAW peujeHMa, onnpaacb

Ha reopeMy BeTTH H Hcnojib3yn (JJYHKI^HH FpHHa &m Gojiee npocxoft CHCTeMbi

MeTOA IIPHBOAHT K peureHHK) CHCTCMH HHTerpajrbHbix ypaa-

nepBoro po^a.


